The colourful style of boat painting on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal was called ‘Brightwork’ by those who worked on the canal, and was
probably based upon the decoration used on coastal sailing craft, from which these canal boats are descended. Scrolls were an important
feature, and were used to fill panels defined by a border of a contrasting colour with scalloped corners. Larger panels were decorated with
pictures, perhaps a scene from a postcard or Christmas card kept by the boat painter for inspiration. Flowers and geometric patterns were
also used on smaller panels and onthe protective ironwork fitted to the edge of
planks at bow and stern. Further protection was provided by shaped wooden
panels hung on the stern, particularly of square-transomed boats, together with
ornamental white ropework.
The boat shown above, the Frank of Dean Waddington, is in the top lock
at Johnsons Hillock on its way to Blackburn in 1958, shortly after docking and
painting. Although motor boats were never as ornately decorated as horse boats,
the photograph does give a good idea of the style of painting used on the canal.
The area of polished wood beneath the paintwork, also found on the bow, was
sometimes grained or painted white, and was probably used to make the boats
more visible when working at night.
On the left is typical Yorkshire-style paintwork on a boat newly built at
Apperley Bridge circa 1910. Although there is much decoration, it is perhaps not
quite a flamboyant as those painted on the section of the canal between Liverpool
and Wigan, relying more on geometric patterns and lining. Note that the painter/
boatbuilder has signed his work.
Drinking water was carried in a
barrel that was kept on deck. It was the
boatman’s property and his initials were
painted on it, together with scrollwork
and pictures. The barrels illustrated
here show the Lancashire style of
paintwork which used more scrollwork
and pictures than in Yorkshire. The
style of painting varied from
dockyard to dockyard.

Two fine examples of Leeds & Liverpool
Canal boats painted in the Lancashire style. The
one above is an H & R Ainscoughs boat from
Burscough; the one on the right is a coal boat
belonging to Richard Williams of Liverpool.
Both are square-sterned boats, the square
transom providing the boat painter with
plenty of opportunity for displaying his skill.
Note in particular the varied decoration to
the guard irons. These were only two or three
inches wide, and here have been covered with
intricate designs, not just the usual triangular
dragons teeth, but semicircles with fine scrolls,
Maltese crosses and other detail. The flat panels
have pictures both of country scenes, flowers
and bunches of fruit, all surrounded by further
decoration. A Liver bird is included as this signified that the boats
were registered in Liverpool. Amongst the other features which
have been decorated are the dog kennel on the Richard and the
cabin ventilator on the Ainscough boat. Various types of ropework,
including decorated and rope-edged pieces of wood cut to a heart
shape, were used to protect the paintwork when the boat was in use.
They were often removed when the boat was tied up so that all
the paintwork could be seen. (photos: Philip Watkinson)

On the right is a typical example of a rudder head.
Note the panels with the scalloped corners and how the
scrollwork is designed to fill the whole panel. Scrolls
were usually drawn freehand, so no two panels would
have exactly the same scroll, even if they were the
same shape. The colours used are also typical,
the boat-painter often working with a very
restricted palette of colours – black,
white, red, green, blue and yellow
– for the larger panels.
There are some similarities between the style of painting on Leeds & Liverpool Canal boats and that found on
the narrowboats. This was particularly so of the boats on the Shropshire Union and the other northern narrow
canals. Scrolls and geometric patterns could be found on both wide and narrow boats, though the stylized roses
and castles of the narrow canals of the Midlands were never used on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal. Ropework
often featured the Turks head fender, with a rose fender above as decoration.
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